small numbers of students enabled the use of a 'con-112 versational methodology' in contrast to more theoretical 113 methodological approaches. This process reflects appro-114 priate cultural practice as argued by Smith (1999, p. 120) 115 which respond to Indigenous cultural protocols. ' The 116 conversational method is of significance to Indigenous 117 methodologies because it is a method of gathering knowl-118 edge based on oral story telling tradition congruent with 119 an Indigenous paradigm' (Kovach, 2010: 40) . Method-120 ologically this paper is based on the work of Kovach 121 (2010) where, 'a dialogic participation that holds a deep 122 purpose of sharing story as a means to assist others' 123 (Kovach, 2010: 40) . This means of gathering informa-124 tion through the stories of the participants enabled stu-125 dents to work through significant personal and psycho-126 logical issues which emerged as part of their daily lives 127 which were significantly based in this program. Students 128 attended 4 days a week and a 5th day was used from time 129 to time for field trips. A conversational methodology has 130 been adopted as it aptly describes our work and also most 131 practitioners tend to refrain from extensive theoretical and 132 methodological discussion in their research reports (Have, 133 1990).
134
In this project, story, listening to story, and compas-135 sion, was critical to retention and engagement. The sto-136 ries reflected shared cultural experiences of difficulties 137 arising from colonisation and it enduring neo-colonial 138 practices. Trauma and disadvantage characterise the lives 139 of many Aboriginal people with experiences of racism 140 (DOHA, 2012) have been shown to impact on health, 141 wellbeing and all aspects of life including access and suc-142 cess in education. The ongoing impact of stolen gener-143 ations (RCIADIC, 1991) and intergenerational trauma 144 (Atkinson, 2002 ) are significant factors. To disregard these 145 experiences when Aboriginal students enter education is 146 an assumed educational norm within classroom prac-147 tice. In the small and intimate educational context of 148 this program such a response would have been cultur-149 ally insensitive and culturally inappropriate. A nonsensi-150 tive psychological response would clearly impact on stu-151 dent engagement and outcomes. Consequently, story was 152 privileged and became integral as a methodology, and we 153 positioned our students at the centre of the learning and 154 teaching process, not at the margins as argued by Rigney 155 (1999).
156

Riawunna Centre
157
'Riawunna' is a Tasmanian Aboriginal word meaning 158 'place of learning' for Aboriginal people, from entry level 159 to tertiary studies at the University of Tasmania and 160 operates at Hobart, Launceston and Burnie campuses. 161 The Riawunna Centre was established to encourage Abo-162 riginal people to aspire to higher levels of education, 163 and to support them to be successful in their chosen 164 course of study. Riawunna provides a welcoming space for 165 cessfully (see Table 3 ).
216
The numbers are small, yet impressive, indicating the 217 success of the program particularly for the face-to-face 218 students. further studies at the university.
225
The success of this program supports the key find- 
235
Success for our students is measured in different ways. 236 If a student chooses not to pursue a university degree but 237 decides to enrol in a TAFE diploma course instead, that 238 is a success. If a student discovers the joy of learning, that 239 too is success. If our students leave understanding more of 240 themselves, and the world around them, and taking that 241 knowledge back to their communities, that is a success. For 242 the purposes of this article, the particular success we are 243 looking at is the transition from bridging course to under-244 graduate studies of students who are completely confident 245 that they can at the very least pass in any unit they choose 246 and have the resilience to complete their chosen course.
247
Murina: Pathway
248
'Murina' a Tasmanian Aboriginal word meaning 'pathway' 249 is an enabling program designed for Aboriginal and Tor-250 res Strait Islander people, to gain the skills to commence 251 university studies. The program focuses on promoting a 252 positive sense of identity through affirmation of Indige-253 nous student's culture. It is not enough only to develop 254 students' academic study skills, as complete preparation 255 for university studies must also include the development 256 of a mindset and resilience to enable students to cope 257 with the longer term goal of completing their degrees. 258 The program has been developed on the premise that a 259 positive sense of identity is important for wellbeing, and 260 porated wherever possible. This involved the use of Abo- Our goal was to assist our students to understand these 289 imposed changes, the struggle to resist them (Attwood & 290 Markus, 1999) and help them to become more resilient, this is what we aimed to achieve through our program. re-creation -of cultural products through creative 331 activity such as music, film, theatre, craft and art 332 (cultural expression vs. disorientation).
333
As its about identity and re-finding one's place in the 334 world and re-weaving the relationships to create a sense of 335 community, Smith's (1999) Maori principles were help-336 ful in guiding our work, this involved being respectful to 337 all students, being available to yarn with students, being 338 prepared to look and listen before speaking, sharing and 339 being generous with food and resources, being careful, 340 not to promise what cannot be delivered, and not boast-341 ing about our knowledge or 'big noting' ourselves. Instead, 342 we focused on creating opportunities for our students to 343 achieve successes which we could celebrate together. One 344 of the tools used to achieve this was the strong use of 345 narrative and imagery in our teaching.
346
A narrative is defined as a spoken or written account 347 of connected events, a story, which can also be a work of 348 poetry or prose, or even song, theatre, or dance. Denning 349 (2007) introduces the concept of narrative intelligence to 350 counter the view that storytelling is a one-way relationship 351 between the teller and the listener, when really narrative 352 and storytelling takes place within a two-way, interac-353 tive relationship. It is this two-way relationship which the 354 tutors and students focused on fostering and developing 355 through their lessons together.
356
The tutors also used imagery, which can be defined 357 as descriptive language in a literary work and or images 358 collectively, to engage the students. This involved them 359 creating expressive or evocative images in their art using 360 pictures created from their memory or imagination in 361 response to experiences provided by their tutors. We 362 wanted to provide opportunities to enable our students 363 to critically reflect on their life events, to understand how 364 past policies had impacted on their families in order to 365 change their beliefs or behaviours (Mezirow, 1997) .
366
We adopted a holistic, whole person approach (Dewey, 367 1886) which meant using a mixture of resources, tech-368 niques and skills, along with cultural wisdom and intu-369 ition to support the student. This involved considering the 370
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distress.' It also refers to the ability to cope with stress 424 and adversity and to do well in life despite difficulties 425 (Gunnestad, 2006 
441
We know we can teach the skills they need to succeed 442 in the university environment: by the end of a year with us 443 most of them can reference their work; they know how to 444 deconstruct an essay topic; how to write an essay outline; 445 how to research and how to avoid plagiarising.
446
These are the easy things to teach: what they also need 447 to learn is that they can succeed as students; that they can 448 prosper in an institution that is heavily oriented toward 449 Western culture; that they can find the support that they 450 need; that if they fall, they can pick themselves up again; 451 that they can finish what they started; and, perhaps most 452 importantly, that they have a right to be at university and 453 a right to gain a degree. thoughts and actions that can be learned and developed' . 458 The challenge for Murina staff is to create that specific kind 459 of environment in which students can do this in order to 460 re-write their own stories. We can provide the ingredients 461 but we cannot write these stories for them; they must write 462 these themselves.
463
Tools for Learning
464
This section discusses the approaches taken by the Murina 465 coordinator, Ann and the Art coordinator, Brigitte and 466 includes examples of four student's experiences.
467
Stories
468
As teachers, we all know that no learning takes place in a 469 vacuum. Before I started teaching my first class in the Murina 470 program, I asked our then Director if she had any advice for 471 me. I was already well experienced in teaching children and 472 adults but this would be the first all -Aboriginal class I 473 had ever taught. She said, 'Stories, lots of stories.' (Murina 474 Co-ordinator, Ann). 
501
Ann also used stories as an aid to understand concepts. Journal writing was another important tool for the stu-519 dents to respond to material encountered in their classes, 520 in the news or events in their lives. These journals became 521 almost works of art with drawings as well as collected 522 objects and articles all woven together with future aspira-523 tions. Some became important collections of family his-524 tory, highly valued and proudly shared with other family 525 members. One student has written a book based on her 526 journal.
527
Carofiglio (2007), in his book Reasonable Doubts, sums 528 this up:
529
. . . facts and actions have no meaning in themselves. The 530 only thing that can mean anything is the narrative we make 531 out of those facts and actions.
532
We all of us . . . construct stories to give meaning to facts 533 which in themselves have none. To try and bring order out of 534 chaos.
535
When we get down to it, stories are all that we have.
536
Human beings are creatures of narrative and images. 537 Story is built into the fabric of our being. All our outcomes 538 in life are created through story. The earliest history we 539 have is story expressed through oral story-telling, through 540 art and through dance. These are the oldest and most 541 enduring of our expressions of ourselves as individuals 542 and as communities. Our thoughts flow backwards and 543 forwards from narrative which becomes image to images 544 which become narratives to create a portrait of a self-545 fulfilling future. Our students often responded through 546 drawing first then went on to talking, sharing a story about 547 the work before proceeding to write about their feelings 548 and thoughts. The second change that happened to this student was 596 when it was his turn to help hang the next students' work.
597
It was through this process that he started to see himself 
617
Student B is also exhibiting her work in the broader 618 community.
619
The Murina Art Coordinator promoted the art stu-620 dents through her programs to give them opportunities to 621 receive public recognition and to build on their portfolios 622 and CVs.
623
Student C
624
Student C had a very poor self-image before coming into 625 the Murina art program and lacked confidence in every-626 thing she did.
627
Her artwork was used on the front cover of one of our 628 promotional brochures; the change in her overall self-629 image was an instant one; she went from 'feeling like 630 nobody to somebody who now has a lot to offer the world' . 631
Student D
632
Student D had long struggled with many barriers to her 633 education. Poor literacy skill was one of her most pressing 634 issues. Student D had a passion for photography and over 635 the past few years she used this passion to push through 636 these barriers. After completing the Murina art program 637 student D applied and was accepted into the Bachelor 638 of Contemporary Arts degree. With ITAS support this 639 student is overcoming the education barriers she faced 640 and succeeding.
641
Last semester I received two credits -I couldn't have done 642 this without the Murina Art program.
643
Creating a New Story: The Next
644
Generation
645
As well as creating art work students built their portfo-646 lios, developed artist statements and produced a Murina 647 Art calendar with an annual plan of Gallery events and 648 exhibitions. In December 2013, the Riawunna Art Gallery 649 was launched with our annual Murina Art student exhibi-650 tion, with more than 170 people attending. The number of 651 Aboriginal, UTAS and broader community people present 652 speaks volumes for the support of such a gallery in our 653 community and the student's art work was enjoyed and 654 praised by all. 
